
TALK FOR WRITING ACTIVITIES YEAR 6 COMPREHENSION

Please use the filters below to find resources that can help you. Teachers across the UK and overseas have told us that
the Talk for Writing approach has transformed their schools. Final assessment (building on progression)6 . of
contemporary and classic poems and rhymes - perfect for children in Years 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Image, video and sound were used to create an atmosphere and immerse them in the genre. Was there another
way it could have concluded? It was then covered with a sentence which shows the effect in action. Following
the structure of sentences from the focus text by innovating early in the unit contributed towards their
internalisation of a variety of grammatical structures. How does this idea relate to what has gone before?
Children working on a shorter version of the text had a differentiated version of the speed words, based on the
vocabulary in their story. What do I think of the way the text concluded? I can add this new information to
what I already knew. Those working beyond age-related expectations worked on a mixture of AF2 and AF3
questions. I can see a picture of a dog and a sad little girl on the front cover. Children experienced daily
rehearsal of sentences and paragraphs from the text. During the imitation phase, quick activities focusing on
grammar were dropped into lessons. Activating and using prior knowledge to make connections Prior
knowledge is unique to each reader. This part is just like when Iâ€¦ After the reading: I know more about this
topic now. We blanked out the main wording of the toolkit, leaving only a short prompt. Asking and
answering questions Skilled readers constantly ask and answer questions of themselves as they read. For the
next couple of days and throughout writing phases, we practised recalling the toolkit because in order for
children to write well, they need to be able to remember how to achieve certain effects. I need to synthesise all
the information to determine what was most important to answer this. This not only prepared them for the next
phase of innovation but also provided us with valuable time to work on sentence accuracy. I am surprised by
the story resolution. Most children annotated the text identifying the type of adverbial being used by the writer
to give more information about the verb: Children who would find the writing need of this too challenging
completed a colour coding alternative.


